Environmental Fieldwork Support Role Available

This is a short-term opportunity to participate in environmental fieldwork activities such as wildlife, water and plant studies on Nisga’a Lands from August – October 2023.

Interested candidates are asked to reach out to Jennifer Dagdick at Jennifer.Dagdick@stantec.com

Role: Field Work Participant to support Stantec environmental surveys
When: Various dates from August – October 2023
Where: Nisga’a Lands

Qualifications:

- Able to lift 20 pounds and endure physically challenging field work while maintaining a positive, solutions-focused attitude.
- Willingness to work under a variety of outdoor conditions.
- Meet basic fit for work requirements including a drug and alcohol screening.
- Arrive on time and be prepared for the day’s fieldwork (i.e., with food, water, weather-appropriate clothing, PPE).
- Experience navigating in a wilderness environment.
- Experience identifying wildlife and wildlife tracks is an asset but is not a requirement.

Safety training requirements will include WHMIS and Health, Safety, Security and Environment (HSSE) Orientation.